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ABSTRACT
As part of the Integral Fast Reactor (IFR) Fuel Cycle

Demonstration, a new distributed control system was
designed, implemented end installed. The Fuel Cycle
processes are a combination of chemical and machining
processes operated remotely. To meet this special
requirement, the new control system provides complete
sequential logic control, motion and positioning control
and continuous PID loop control. Also, a centralized
computer system provides near-real time nuclear material
tracking, product quality control, data archiving and a
centralized reporting function. The control system was
configured to use programmable logic controllers, small
logic controllers, personal computers with touch screens,
engineering work stations and interconnecting networks.
By following a structured software development method
the operator interface was standardized. The system has
been installed and is presently being tested for
operations.

UST OF ACRONYMS:
FCF - Fuel Cycle Facility
IO - Input-Output Signals

'The submitted manuscript has been authored by a
contractor of the U.S. Government under contract No.
W-31-109-ENG-38. Accordingly the U.S. Government
retains a nonexclusive, royalty-free license to publish or
reproduce the published form of this contribution, or
allow others to do so, for U.S. Government purposes.

MTG - Mass Tracking System
OCS - Operator Control Station
PFCS - Process and Facility Control System
PLC - Programmable Logic Controller
SLC - Small Logic Controller

INTRODUCTION
The Integral Fast Reactor (IFR) is an innovative liquid

metal reactor concept, (Chang, 1989), that is being
developed by Argonne National Laboratory (ANL). The
IFR concept includes a reactor and a fuel cycle facility
that refines the irradiated fuel, fabricates new fuel and
treats all wastes for disposal. All these processes will be
demonstrated, (Iineberry, 1992), at the Fuel Cycle
Facility (FCF) which is attached to the Experimental
Breeder Reactor II (EBRII) in Idaho. In support of the
demonstration, a new control system was designed to
provide control and monitoring for the process steps and
selected facility systems.

The IFR fuel cycle is for use in the liquid metal
(sodium) cooled fast breeder reactor. But unlike the
other breeder technologies being pursued by other
nations, the IFR uses an all-metal fuel, of U, Pa, and Zr
alloy. The current EBR-II fuel is 4.4 mm diameter, clad
in an austenetic steel material with an outside diameter
of 5.8 mm. Each fuel assembly contains 61 pins. The
metallic fuel offers significant added inherent safety
characteristics compared to the more common oxide fuel,
(Till, 1989).

The fuel cycle uses a series of batch processes as
shown in Figure 1 to refine irradiated fuel and fabricate
new fuel. The first fuel cycle process machine is the
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Simplified Flow Diagram of Fuel Cycle Processes
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FIGURE 1. SIMPUFIED FLOW DIAGRAM OF THE FUEL CYCLE PROCESSES

vertical assembler/disassembler (VAD) where fuel
assemblies are dismantled into individual fuel elements.
The individual elements are transferred to the element
chopper which exposes the fuel portion by shearing the
element into fuel segments. The fuel segments are
transferred to the electrorefiner which is the key piece of
refining equipment. During electrorefining, the actinides
are separated from the fission products and collected on
cathodes by an electrochemical process. The actinides
are separated from the electrorefiner process fluids and
consolidated into fuel ingots at the cathode processor.

At the casting furnace, the fuel ingots are mixed with
zirconium, heated until fully melted, stirred, injected into
quartz molds and quickly cooled. The resulting fuel pins
in molds are transferred to the pin processor which strips
the molds from the cast fuel pins, shears the p;a to
length, provides quality control checks and inserts
accepted pins into fresh cladding tubes. At the element
welder, an end cap is inserted in the cladding, a TIG
weld is made to seal the element, and a visual (TV)
inspection is performed. The next step involves settling
bond sodium that was pre-loaded in the cladding at the
pin processor. The final step of element fabrication
involves quality checks at the element inspection station.
The finished elements are assembled into new fuel
assemblies at the VAD.

Since the fuel cycle processes are based on metallic
fueL any operation with exposed fuel requires an inert
atmosphere. Due to the large quantities of fission
products, the processes also require significant shielding
and the ability to be operated remotely. These
requirements are met by the existing Fuel Cycle Facility
which was previously used to recycled fuel from EBRH
at Argonne-West; however, the facility required some
upgrades to meet recent safety standards.

The fuel cycle facility contains two shielded hot cells,
an air cell and an argon cell; and all the supporting
systems that are necessary for the operation of these hot
ceils. These FCF support systems can be divided into
two categories. Those systems that have to use nuclear
safety grade components and those that use commercial
grade components. Safety systems include emergency
power systems, a safety exhaust system and stack
monitoring system. The emergency power system
includes diesel generators and the necessary electrical
distribution components. The safety exhaust system's
function is to maintain the ventilation in areas containing
"at-risk" nuclear material so that no unfiltered release to
the atmosphere occurs during the design basis accident
The stack monitoring system includes the necessary air
monitoring equipment to measure the radionudides that
are exhausted through the facility stack.
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Newly modified commercial grade facility support
systems provide support functions for normal operations.
These include a transfer system with all the components
necessary for the transferring of equipment and materials
into, out of and between the two hot cells. A decon
spray chamber and hot repair area provide the necessary
equipment for the repair and maintenance of the remote
equipment. A radioactive liquid waste system provides
treatment and solidification of any liquid wastes that are
produced during operations. Argon atmosphere systems
provide the heat removal and gas purification equipment
necessary for the argon purity requirements in the argon
cell. Other typical support systems include normal
power, uninterruptible power, building ventilation,
process air, instrument air and radiation monitoring.

Before the FCF was modified, most of the required
support systems were already in existence. In order to
facilitate the fuel reprocessing, some of the existing
systems required modifications, and the need existed for
some complete new systems. At this time, the decision
was made to incorporate a new computer based control
system into the facility modifications. Control of existing
systems would not be changed, but any modified and new
facility systems would be included in the new control
system where applicable. All new fuel cycle processes
would also be incorporated into the control system to
provide for a centralized data collection for the overall
demonstration program. These general requirements
served as the basis for the design of the Fuel Cycle
Process and Facility Control System (PFCS).

FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS AND DESIGN
CRITERIA

Although the fuel cycle demonstration is a development
program, a general functional requirement was the use of
commercial components, so the system would be seen as
applying commonly available technology. Also, a
distributed control system was specified where the
individual processes would have their own stand alone
controllers and the facility itself would have one.
Although the facility controller was stand-alone, data
from all controllers had to be available to it so that
process information would be readily available to facility
operators. Another requirement was for a centralized
computer system that would provide the capability for
"real time" tracking of nuclear material in the facility.
Also, process modeling and centralized data archiving
would be provided. These general functional
requirements for the PFCS could be divided into four
functional groups: process controls and monitoring,
facility controls and monitoring, a mass tracking system
and the interconnecting data communications networls.

The process controls and monitoring function had the
most diverse design criteria for types of controls and
input-output (IO) signals. Since the processes are a

combination of chemical and machining processes which
required remote operation, the control system had to be
capable of complex sequential, motion and positioning
controls; and continuous analog and digital controls.
Standard algorithms were required for proportional-
integral-derivative (PID) loops, open and closed loop
controls for stepper motors, variable speed controls and
sequential logic. Also, independent PID controllers with
compatibility for supervisory control were required for
special control loops.

The analog IO requirements included thermocouple, 4-
20 ma transmitters and control devices, 0-10 volt signals;
and -10 to 10 volt signals. The discrete signals used 120
volts ac, 24 volts dc, and TTL signals. Motion and
position IO modules were required for servo motors,
stepper motors, position resolvers and force
measurement devices. Special interface requirements,
such as RS232 ports or ASCII modules, were required
for specialty devices including balances for weights, vision
systems, digital oscilloscopes and bar code readers.

The facility controls and monitoring functions were
initially considered for monitoring of data in the field.
So the wiring runs could be minimized, a design criteria
was established for remote IO capability where groups of
points could be brought into several locations and
brought together at a central location for the necessary
control and monitoring. These data had to be made
available at five key locations within the facility which in
turn meant the control system would have to be able to
access data with up to 500 foot wiring runs separating the
various locations. As mechanical and process evaluations
progressed, several more systems were identified for
addition to the overall scope of the PFCS. Automatic
control of the argon cell atmosphere systems added the
need for redundant controllers to minimize the possibility
and effects of a control system failure or maintenance
shutdown.

Software tools for the controllers also had to be
provided which would allow programmers the ability to
design and program the control algorithms that would be
used to actually control equipment and systems.

Initial evaluations identified the need for twelve
operator interface consoles located in key areas of the
facility, to provide operations personnel with the means
to remotely control and monitor the various process and
facility equipment/systems. Subsequently, lie operator
interface consoles were named Operator Control Stations
(OCSs).

A design criteria was established to standardize the
operator interface on all twelve OCSs to help minimize
operator training, to meet governing human factors
engineering guidelines, to utilize "portable11 software so
programmers would not reinvent the wheel, and to
facilitate multiple assignments of programming personnel.
Each OCS required a graphical interface, either a
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touchscreen or mouse for operator actions, real time data
logging and trending, automatic alarm functions, event
logs, and at least five levels of access control. The
operator control station had to provide the capability for
supporting multiple process sequences, various modes of
control (ranging from fully automatic control of
equipment to manual control of individual process
components), and remote entry of operating parameters
and setpoints. Additionally, software tools had to be
provided which would allow programmers the ability to
develop equipment mimic displays and the control
strategies and controller interfaces required for
equipment control.

In order to meet the centralized data archiving and
mass tracking requirements and to allow direct operator
query concerning the status of nuclear material in the
facility, each OCS had to support communications with
the Mass Tracking system (MTG) to record tatch related
data on a permanent basis.

Initial work on the centralized mass tracking system
(MTG) resulted in selection of a UNIX SUN workstatic
operating with the ORACLE relational database
software. To support ongoing transfer operations of
nuclear material in the facility, the mass tracking system
(MTG) also required that individual item weights and
identification numbers be entered into the system from
the remote locations where the transfers were taking
place. During operation of selected processes, capability
had to exist for the process to be halted at defined steps
until a permissive was requested and received from the
MTG.

Additional requirements for the MTG included the
capability of maintaining time dependent inventories of
nuclear material in the facility and being able to correct
the historical and live (present) inventory.

Because of its centralized role and computing
capability, the MTG was selected to provide the archiving
of process data that would support the product quality
control requirements and necessary fuel information for
planning future reactor operating configurations. Data
on the MTG had to be accessible to authorized staff
members on other Argonne site computers for this
reason and for statistical analysis. Security provisions
were required to prevent unauthorized access from within
the plant and the outside world.

Since many of the FCF processes were batch processes,
the sampling frequency of data was estimated at around
once or twice a second and the quantity of data was
estimated to be several thousands of points (both analog
and digital) per second. Network speed and capacity are
concerns. The next requirement was to provide a direct
link between each OCS and an associated controller, and
each OCS and the MTG. Standard networking protocols
were seen as a necessity to allow in-house
troubleshooting and support of the network(s).

Reliability requirements for the network dictated that
failure of certain network segments could not impede or
affect performance of other network segments.

CONTROL SYSTEM PROCUREMENT AND
CONFIGURATION

An early decision was made to limit the procurement
process to programmable logic controllers (PLC) because
1) these types of micro-processor based devices are
commonly used for many fabrication processes and 2) an
experience base was on hand at Argonne to do the
programming work. As shown in Figures 2 and 3,
individual PLCs were specified for the different
processes, and one master PLC was specified for the
facility systems.

A competitive procurement process led to the initial
selection of the Allen-Bradley PLC-5 family of controllers
for the process and facility PLCs. The Allen-Bradley
PLCs support many different standard I/O modules,
where combinations of such would provide the
continuous analog and digital signals. The software
package ICOM provided the tools by which in-house
programmers programmed the PLCs. The need for
controller redundaicy for control of the argon
atmosphere systems k d to the procurement of two Allen-
Bradley SLC-500 con'rollers. These controllers were
compatible with the existing PLC5 controllers, and the
same programming software could be used for them.

A standard industrial software package called Paragon
500 was selected to provide the interface for the operator
control stations (OCS). Each OCS computer platform
consists of an AT compatible 486 clone, a color graphic
VGA monitor, and touchscreen and is connected to a
PLC via an Allen-Bradley proprietaiy token-passing
network. Two of the OCS are also connected to the two
SLCs.

The software provides all the elements required to
build real-time and historical trends, PID faceplates,
animated graphics, full alphanumeric data entry and
display, and touchscreen support. Programmers have the
ability to design and implement comprehensive process
monitoring and control systems. This includes developing
strategies and operator interfaces, connecting to I/O
hardware, and displaying interactive operator graphic
screens. A alarm handler allows the operator to view
either active or historical alarm data. All of the OCSs
were configured to automatically boot-up in runtime
where data are actively monitored and the control
function begins.

To meet the centralized data archiving requirement,
each OCS is configured to log data to and communicate
with a central Novell File Server. The File Server
consists of an AT compatible 486 clone operating under
the Novell Netware 3.11. Paragon 500 supports the
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Netbios communication protocol which allows
communication with the file server. The file server is
configured for access by the OCSs and the MTG
computers only.

After procurement of the PLCs and OCSs,
miscellaneous devices were purchased. Several sizes of
Mettler balances were procured to support the weighing
function of the MTG, and an Intelledex vision system was
procured to support the weld inspections performed at
the element welder process. The main specification
requirement for these devices was their ability to be
interfaced to the existing computer platforms using
standard networking protocols (RS232, Ethernet, etc.).

In the final configuration as seen in figures 2 and 3,
seven of the OCSs required communication with their
own dedicated process system PLC. Five OCSs required
communication with the one facility PLC. Each OCS had
to communicate with the Novell file server and the MTG.
The MTG had to communicate with and obtain
information from the remote balances and some type of
item identification device (example: bar code scanner).
The networks used to interconnect the various computer
platforms and devices used within the PFCS consist of
several different communication lines and protocols.

Communication Between Each OCS and Its
Associated PLC.

Each process related OCS communicates directly with
its associated PLC over an Allen-Bradley (A-B)
proprietary network called a Data Highway Plus (DH+).
This is accomplished through one of the OCSs serial
ports using an RS232 link to a device called an A-B KF2
module. This module provides the data translation
between the OCSs and the PLCs with this configuration,
loss of the DH+ for one process OCS station, would not
effect the DH+ segment required for the others.

Each facility OCS communicates directly with the
single facility PLC over one A-B DH+. Two of these
OCSs communicate with the two SLCs over an A-B Data
Highway 485 (DH-485). This is accomplished through a
second OCS serial port using an RS232 link. This
provides redundant monitoring capability.

An interconnecting Data Highway (DH) connects each
of the PLCs for shared data transfer to the single facility
PLC. The same two OCSs, which connect with the
SLCs, also monitor the DH through a third serial port.
This provides operators wiih a centralized means of
monitoring the status of all processes and facility systems
inFCF.

Communication Between the MTG. the Novell File
Server and the OCSs.

Establishing message communication between the
ir dividual OCSs and the MTG became a problem. The
Paragon software allowed communication with a Novell
file server only and provided a means to interface user-
written C code to strategies on each OCS. The C code
can be executed concurrently with the OCS actively
monitoring data. Although archaic by today's standards,
a means was devised to solve the communication
problem. Both the OCSs and the MTG computers
"watch" the file server for communication files (produced
by the C-code) to appear. Using a file naming
convention to identify the host computer initiating the
communication, and a header record in the file to identify
the type of request or response, it was possible for the
two computer systems to communicate, although not
directly.

Using the C code utility, a general purpose "service"
type code was written to reside on each OCS. When
activated by an operator command, this code writes a file
consisting of a request cede onto the file server. The
MTG watches the file server continuously for the arrival
of these files, while the OCS only watches after it has
placed a request and is waiting for a response from the
MTG. When a file arrives, it is read and information
extracted, and then the file is deleted until a new request
(file) is written again.

Communication Between the OCSs. Balances.
Printers and MTG.

RS232 devices (balances, vision system) and OCSs are
connected to several Lantronix ETS Terminal Servers (9
in all), which support reverse telnet protocol. These
terminal servers allow the MTG system computer to
request communication with the different devices. The
terminal servers also provide support for network
printers and provide for direct terminal links to the MTG
computers.

A software utility called the "OCS Daemon" was
created to run on the MTG computer to service such
requests. Balance and vision system operations are
requested from the OCS using the second serial port and
RS232 connections to a terminal server. The OCS
Daemon watches each terminal server, and when a
request comes through, it processes the request by
opening a socket to the terminal server port connected to
the requested device. In this case, data are sent directly
back to the requesting OCS.

Communication Between the MTG and the Outside
Worid.

Each SUN workstation has two network interfaces, and
each serves as a router between the PFCS network and
the outside world. This is accomplished using a Cisco
bridge/router connected to the Ethernet to provide
TCP/IP connectivity to other laboratory networks while
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filtering out all unwanted traffic. It is programmed to
allow only TCP/IP protocol traffic to pass through from
the outside from a specified set of host computers.

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT AND CONFIGURATION
CONTROL

A Software Development Plan was formally issued to
provide guidance and the overall methodology that would
be used to design, develop and qualify the required
software systems. The scope of software systems affected
by this included all coding activities that would be
required for the PLCs, OCSs and MTG computer
systems.

While establishing individual process or facility system
requirements, many active design sessions were held
between operators, designers and programming
personnel. From the beginning, programmers tried to
draw from those individuals (operators) who had actually
operated these systems (or ones similar). The end-user
was involved in the design process as much as possible.
Such issues as standard terminology, labelling, control
methods, etc. had to be addressed.

The software development plan outlined a formal
review process whereby the design requirements were
reviewed first and were followed by reviews of the
proposed software design. Each software system 'vas
subject to reviews by individuals who had a similar
experience base to the actual programmers, to ensure
standards for ease of maintenance and similar look and
feel were being met. Because of their high visibility, the
OCSs were designed to meet Human Factors Engineering
Guidelines. In most cases, the software development
process paralleled that of the mechanical design.

Following completion of each software system, software
performance and functionality were formally qualified
during extensive testing with the actual equipment to be
controlled. To the extent possible during this process,
disaster recovery scenarios, as well as administrative
controls were tested.

Qualification and testing phases were broken down into
three categories. The first was shop testing or assembly
and checkout. During this phase, software coding is
complete to the extent passible, and the programmers
have their first opportunity to interface wkh actual
equipment or instrumentation that will be used in the
final system. Most of the debugging work is performed
during this phase. Next, formal testing or what is known
as Remote qualification is performed by the
programmers, and it provides written testing results.
The final independent testing or In-Cell qualification
testing is performed by persons other than the
responsible programmers. In most cases this was done
by operations personnel (end-user). This qualification
phase verifies operation of each computer system as it

will be used under normal conditions, but before it is
released for use.

Once each computer system completes the formal
(remote) qualification phase, all software is placed under
configuration control to establish a base-line system. At
this time, the computer hardware configuration is
formally recorded and documented as well. From this
time on, all software changes are reviewed, tracked, re-
qualified and released for use under new revision
numbers.

IMPLEMENTATION STATUS
A lot of ground has been covered in getting this control

system to the state it is in now. All required networks
are installed and will be through qualification testing
shortly. The MTG SUN computers and the Novell file
server are installed and connected to the PFCS Ethernet
network. Most of the OCSs and associated PLCs have
undergone their formal (remote) qualification testing and
are now awaiting permanent installation in the facility.
Initial operations in the Fuel Cycle Facility should begin
in October 1993, and full operations are scheduled for
February 1994.
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